Device and Device SDK Working Group

Notes for September 14 2020

Issues

• device-rest-go #36 (README / Makefile inconsistency)
  ◦ Adjust documentation to match
• device-sdk-c #292 (Tags in Events)
  ◦ Events not modelled in sdk; structure should be documented alongside marshaling code
• device-sdk-go #577 (retry core-metadata)
  ◦ Raise as a bug against metadata: ping has succeeded but the service isn’t ready
• device-sdk-go #573 (empty event creation on error)
  ◦ Should at least allow clean error return for Hanoi
  ◦ Possible further elaboration later – allow empty events if that is what’s requested?
• device-sdk-go #574 (multiple event return from AutoEvent)
  ◦ Design work required. Proposals for Ireland?

New Device Services

• Jiangxing Intelligence (JI) to give a presentation next week on their work. This currently comprises a number of device services but with a common base.
• Meeting with Intel team working on RFID/LLRP; tentatively scheduled Thursday 17.30 (UK time)

Other Business

• Conflict between specification and implementation re: case of Reading type names, eg Bool vs bool
  ◦ Resolved that PascalCase will be used throughout

Next meeting 14th September